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Ongoing Notes 
❖ Design goals:  

➢ reflect what I like about VtM and V5 
➢ Keep the moves simple - not a lot of fiddling with results 
➢ Shine a spotlight on what’s interesting 
➢ Keep familiar elements that VtM players will recognize 
➢ Learn PbtA by doing 

❖ Violence, Subtlety, Insight, Blood, Humanity (More PbtA style)  
➢ Or Physical, Social, Mental, Blood, Humanity  

❖ Coterie moves: when you work together? Or from coterie type?  
❖ Note Clan flaw and how it works 
❖ Backgrounds: all moves? If so, simple moves. No roll.  

➢ Contacts, Domain, Fame, Haven, Herd, Influence, Mask, Resources, Status 
❖ Merits and Flaws: choose one from V5, or whatever, and write it as a fact 
❖ This system does not cover Thin Bloods and Duskborn at all 
❖ Weapons and their harm listed, as 1, 2 or 3 
❖ Humanity is easier to hold on to the higher it goes… 
❖ Combine deal harm and endure harm? (clarified, inclined toward no)  
❖ Get rid of, or expand on, diablerie? (inclined toward no - complexity doesn’t come from the 

move) 
❖ Check use of +1 forward and clarify. “+1 forward for the night” clarify language 
❖ Break and Enter - check out MotW Crooked’s Burglar move 
❖ Playbooks: by Clan presumably. But can have a general playbook as well that's more flexible 

➢ Playbooks by predator type? For a more street-level feel perhaps 
❖ With way more time it would be cool to customize moves by clan 

Player Agenda 
❖ Be a predator of the night 
❖ Be a superhero with fangs 
❖ Manipulate vampires 
❖ Manipulate mortals 
❖ Learn secrets 
❖ Gain power and territory 



Attributes 
Physical, Social, Mental, Humanity, Blood (Violence, Subtlety, Insight, Humanity, Blood?) 
Rate them so they add up to +1, with none higher than +2 or lower than -1 

Basic Moves 

Blood Healing 
When you call on your blood to heal harm done to Health, roll +Blood.  
10+ Heal 2 harm on your Health track 
7-9 Heal 1 harm on your Health track, +1 if you increase your Hunger by 1 
6- Heal 1 harm on your Health track and increase your Hunger by 1 

Blood Surge 
When you call on your blood to strengthen you, roll +Blood.  
10+ Take +1 forward to Physical rolls for the night.  
7-9 Take +1 forward to Physical rolls for the scene, and for the night if you increase your Hunger by 
1 
6- Take +1 forward to Physical rolls for the scene, and increase your Hunger by 1 

Blush of Health 
When you call on your blood to appear alive, roll +Humanity.  
10+ You appear alive for the rest of the night 
7-9 You appear alive for the scene, and for the rest of the night if you increase your Hunger by 1 
6- You appear alive for the scene, and increase your Hunger by 1 

Break & Enter 
When you break and enter, roll +Mental.  
10+ You get in and leave no trace.  
7-9 You get in, but leave some evidence behind.  
6- Mark xp. You take too long and draw unwanted attention. The ST can make a hard move.  

Diablerie 
When you drain all the vitae from a vampire, and continue, roll +Blood.  
10+ You devour their soul and it screams and writhes within you. Increase your Blood by 1, reduce 
your Humanity by 1, and pick 2: 

● Their voice doesn't haunt you nightly 
● You gain one Discipline move they knew (can choose more than once) at the lowest level 
● The stain on your aura will fade in a year 
● Wracked by guilt, you take -1 ongoing to Humanity instead of decreasing it by 1 (and have a 

chance to overcome the -1 ongoing through play)  



7-9 As above, +1 Blood and -1 Humanity, and pick 1 from above. 
6- As above, but you have a second personality - theirs - vying for control of your body. The ST can 
make a hard move when they choose.  

Endure Harm  
(You cannot use this move against fire, sunlight, true faith and staking)  
When you endure physical or emotional harm without retaliating, roll +Physical for harm against 
your Health and +Social for harm against your Willpower.  
10+ You reduce the harm by 2 
7-9 You reduce the harm by 1, and 1 more if you increase your Hunger by 1 
6- You take harm as established, minus 1 if you increase your Hunger by 1 

Fight  
When you fight to inflict physical or emotional harm, roll +Physical if close, +Mental if at a 
distance with a distance weapon, and +Social if inflicting emotional harm.  
10+ You inflict harm as established, and take none in return.  
7-9 You inflict 1 harm, or more as established if you take 1 harm in return.  
6- Your attack turns against you, and you inflict 1 harm and take 1 harm in return.  

Hide & Sneak 
When you try to avoid being noticed, roll +Physical, +Social or +Mental as directed by the ST.  
10+ You avoid notice as established 
7-9 You avoid notice for up to a scene, but you cannot interact with your surroundings 
6- You draw attention to yourself. If the ST makes a hard move in response, mark xp.  

Manipulate Kindred  
When you try to get something you want from a vampire, roll +Social.  
10+ You get what you want, a favor for a favor, and nothing more.  
7-9 You get what you want, but you have to give something in return. Pick 1:  
❖ You must accept debt of one boon equivalent to what is asked 
❖ You must accept an unofficial debt, and mark that debt on your character sheet 
❖ You get what you want, but the vampire wants revenge 

6- Your request does not go well. Mark xp and the ST can make a hard move.  

Manipulate Kine  
When you try to get something you want from a mortal, other than blood, roll +Social.  
10+ You get what you want, short of something dangerous.  
7-9 You get what you want, but they want something in return. Mark a Background or mark a debt.  
6- The mortal is suspicious of you. Either leave immediately and cover your tracks or mark 1 harm 
to the Masquerade.  



Resist Coercion 
When someone tries to force you to act, roll +Social.  
10+ Your no means no.  
7-9 You have to give them something, or else the conflict will escalate.  
6- Either you give them exactly what they want, or the conflict escalates and the ST can make a 
hard move. If the ST makes a hard move, mark xp.  

Resist Frenzy 
When called on by the ST to resist frenzy, roll +Hunger (see special rules below).  
10+ You frenzy! It is glorious. The frenzy lasts until your Hunger is gone, or your foe is destroyed, or 
you are perfectly safe. Deal 2 harm to the Masquerade.  
7-9 You frenzy! You deal 2 harm to the Masquerade, but you can put one limit on the Beast:  
❖ Your coterie is safe from you 
❖ Your mortal allies are safe from you 
❖ You deal only 1 harm to the Masquerade 

6- You retain control with an iron grip.  

Stain Humanity 
When you violate your morality or the chronicle tenets, roll +Humanity. 
10+ Wracked by remorse, you make amends or grieve your sin, or take -1 ongoing to Humanity. 
7-9 Questioning yourself, you can commit to doing better next time. Take -1 ongoing to Humanity. 
You can overcome the -1 by making amends and grieving your sin.  
6- The monster grows within you. Lose 1 Humanity. 

Study (Find the Truth?)  
When you try to determine the truth in a situation, roll +Mental.  
10+ The ST tells you something useful and possibly interesting.  
7-9 The ST tells you something possibly interesting.  
6- The ST tells you something that constitutes a soft move.  

Clans 

Clan Moves 

Banu Haqim 
When you drink vitae, roll +Humanity.  
10+ You can resist if you stop drinking now.  
7-9 You can stop drinking if you take 1 willpower harm.  
6- You are overcome, and will drink the vampire until it is gone, or someone stops you. If this 
involves a hard move, mark xp.  



Caitiff 
When you try to get something you want from a vampire (replacement move)... 

Gangrel 
When the ST calls on you to roll to resist frenzy…(replacement move)  
After you succumb to frenzy, you gain an animalistic trait. This trait lasts for at least a week after 
the frenzy. If you frenzy again within that week, the trait worsens, or another is added. While you 
have the animalistic trait, you take -1 ongoing to +Social moves  

Hecata 
When you bite someone you don't want to harm, you still caust them agonizing pain. This does not 
increase the harm you do with a bite, but it means there is no paralysis that comes from your Kiss.  

Lasombra 
When you try to use electronic technology, you take -1 ongoing to any moves using that 
technology.  

Malkavian 
When your delusion comes up, roll +Mental.  
10+ You can still focus, and put off your impulses until you have time to indulge them.  
7-9 You become distracted by your own priorities, and take -1 ongoing to +Mental and +Social 
moves for the scene.  
6- Your delusion comes into vivid focus and you are unable to think about anything else for the 
scene, and possibly longer. The ST can make a hard move, and if they do, mark xp.  

Nosferatu 
When you travel through a city, roll +Humanity.  
10+ You are able to feign humanity and pass as something other than a monster.  
7-9 You draw some unwanted attention, but avoid harm to the Masquerade if you keep moving.  
6- Someone notices that you are some kind of monster. Deal 1 harm to the Masquerade, unless you 
do something to cover what happened.  

Thin Blood/Duskborn 
 

Toreador  
When you are in the presence of ugliness, you take -1 ongoing until you see something beautiful 
again.  

Tremere 
You cannot create ghouls or cause others to be blood bound to you.  



Tzimisce 
When you sleep a day apart from what is yours, take 1 harm to your willpower.  

Ventrue 
When you taste unclean blood, you vomit it back up and gain no benefit from it.  

Clan Flaws 

 

Clan  Flaw/Bane  Compulsion 

Any Vampire    Dominance, Harm, 
Hunger, Paranoia 

Banu Haqim  Vitae addiction move  Judgment 

Brujah  +1 ongoing to the Resist Frenzy move  Rebellion 

Caitiff  Cannot use the Manipulate Vampire move, or have 
Status. Max Blood rating of +0.  

 

Gangrel   Frenzy imposes an animalistic characteristic for a 
week 

Feral Impulses 

Hecata  Agonizing bite  Morbidity 

Lasombra  Conspicuous via technology, cannot learn Use 
Technology move 

Ruthlessness 

Malkavian  Derangement or Delusion special move  Delusion 

The Ministry  Sensitive to bright lights and +1 harm from fire and 
True Faith 

Transgression 

Nosferatu   Hideous, +1 harm to the Masquerade if clearly visible  Cryptophilia 

Thin 
Blood/Duskborn 

Can only learn basic Discipline powers. Also cannot 
use the Manipulate Vampire move or have Status. Max 
Blood rating of -2.  

 

Toreador  Entranced by beauty, -1 ongoing when surrounded by 
ugliness 

Obsession 

Tremere  Cannot form blood bonds, but can be subject to them  Perfectionism 

Tzimisce  Grounded - must sleep surrounded by their chosen 
charge 

Covetousness 

Ventrue  Feeding restriction, -1 ongoing to hunting moves  Arrogance 



Discipline Moves 

Animalism 

Basic Moves 
When you bond a famulus, mark an animal as an ally on your character sheet. You can use other 
Animalism abilities on this animal without increasing Hunger, and if you ever drain your famulus, 
it reduces your Hunger by 3.  
 
When you sense the Beast present in another creature, roll +Mental.  
10+ You learn the creature’s nature, its hunger, and its level of hostility.  
7-9 The creature notices you watching, but you can ask 1 question:  
❖ What is this creature’s true nature?  
❖ What is this creature hungry for?  
❖ How hostile is this creature?  

6- Mark xp. You see something you did not want to see, and believe it to be true.  
 
When you speak with a beast of the city or the wild, roll +Social.  
10+ You can speak with the creature, though it will have its own priorities 
7-9 You increase your Hunger by 1 but can speak with the creature 
6- Mark xp. You don’t learn anything useful, and the creature flees.  

Intermediate Moves 
When you feed on an animal, you reduce your Hunger by 1 more than normal (which is zero for any 
but the largest animals).  
 
When you lock eyes and seek to quell the Beast of another creature, roll +Social.  
10+ You instill lethargy in a mortal or end a vampire’s frenzy.  
7-9 As above, but your Hunger increases by 1.  
6- Mark xp and your Hunger increases by 1. You accidentally provoke the mortal to aggressive 
behavior, or turn the frenzying vampire’s attention on you. The ST can make a hard move.  
 
When you speak to a swarm of insects as you would a beast, you can use an Animalism move on the 
swarm as if it was one creature.  

Advanced Moves 
When you look into a beast’s eyes and seek to place your spirit in its body, roll +Social. If 
successful, your body slumps to the ground as if in torpor for the duration.  
10+ Choose 1:  
❖ You can inhabit the beast’s body indefinitely, but your Hunger increases by 1.  
❖ You can inhabit the beast’s body for a scene  

7-9 You can inhabit the animal’s body for a scene, but your Hunger goes up by 1.  



6- Choose 1:  
❖ You inhabit the beast’s body for a scene, and your Hunger goes up by 1. You are shunted out 

when the beast is suddenly killed, and lose one Willpower.  
❖ Mark xp. You slump to the ground as if in torpor, but the animal runs away and your spirit 

wanders for a scene, lost.  
 
When you command a flock or pack of animals together, roll +Social.  
10+ Choose 1:  
❖ Your Hunger goes up by 1, and you command the flock or the pack to do something suicidal if 

you wish 
❖ You command the flock or the pack to do something that doesn’t risk their safety 

7-9 Your Hunger increases by 1, and you can command the flock or pack to do something that 
doesn’t risk their safety 
6- Mark xp. Your Hunger goes up by 1, and the flock or pack disperses angrily.  
 
When the ST calls for you to resist frenzy, and instead you send your Beast into someone else, roll 
+Mental.  
10+ Someone of your choice nearby frenzies instead 
7-9 Choose 1:  
❖ Your Hunger increases by 1 and someone of your choice frenzies instead 
❖ Someone nearby frenzies instead (the ST chooses)  

6- Mark xp. Your Beast rebounds back to you, and your frenzy is much worse than it could have 
been. The ST can make a hard move.  

Auspex  

Basic Moves 
When you focus a particular sense, roll +Mental.  
10+ You gain useful information - the ST will tell you what 
7-9 Choose 1:  
❖ You gain interesting information that may or may not be useful 
❖ You gain useful information, but are startled by sensory overload, and cannot use this ability 

until you rest your senses for a scene 
6- Mark XP. You are startled by sensory overload and take 1 harm to either Health or Willpower.  
 
When you open your senses in order to sense what is unseen, roll +Mental.  
10+ You can ask: is anyone supernaturally hidden nearby? Are there ghosts nearby? Is there magic 
nearby?  
7-9 You can ask one of the above questions.  
6- You see something you weren’t expecting, which you believe to be there. Mark xp if you react to 
it and take a risk.  
 
When you want the ST to grant you a premonition, roll +Mental.  
10+ You receive a vivid glimpse of something true the ST want you to know 



7-9 Your Hunger increases by 1, and you receive a vivid glimpse of something the ST wants you to 
know 
6- Mark xp. You see your own doom, and believe it is imminent. Take 1 harm to Willpower, or the 
ST can make that doom true by making a hard move.  

Intermediate Moves 
When you focus on a person’s aura, roll +Mental.  
10+ You can ask 3 of the following questions 
7-9 You can ask 1 of the following questions, +2 more if you increase your Hunger by 1 
6- Your Hunger increases by 1, your staring draws attention, and you can ask 1 of the following 
questions 
❖ What is their emotional state?  
❖ What is the Resonance of their blood?  
❖ Are they a vamprie, werewolf, ghoul, or other supernatural being?  
❖ Are they under the influence of Blood Sorcery or other magic?  
❖ Have they committed diablerie in the past year?  
❖ What surprising thing do I notice?  

 
When you share the senses of someone you can see, roll +Mental.  
10+ You share their senses for a scene, and you can choose which senses 
7-9 Choose 1, or if you increase your Hunger by 1, choose 2:  
❖ You choose which senses you share 
❖ The target doesn’t know someone’s sharing their senses 
❖ You can maintain the connection even if they move out of sight 

6- Mark xp. You draw the attention of your intended target, and lose access to one sense of the ST’s 
choice for the scene. 
  
When you sense the emotional residue on an object or a location, roll +Mental.  
10+ You can sense the users of the object and their circumstances back as far as you wish, or you can 
see intensely emotional moments in a location back as far as you wish.  
7-9 You can sense the last user of an object and their circumstances, or the last emotionally 
charged event at a location, plus one additional user or event if you increase your Hunger by 1.  
6- Mark xp. Your Hunger increases by 1. Your perceptions are confused and you learn something 
startling that you think is true. The ST can make a hard move related to what you learn.  
 

Advanced Moves 
When you fully open your senses to your surroundings, roll +Mental.  
10+ You can ask 3 of the following questions 
7-9 You can ask 2 of the following questions, +1 if you increase your Hunger by 1 
6- You can ask 1 of the following questions, +1 if you increase your Hunger by 1 
❖ What is happening in a particular place right now?  
❖ What strong emotions are present in the area?  
❖ What is something that is hidden in the area?  



❖ What are people talking about nearby?  
❖ What is a recent intensely emotional event?  

 
If you already know an Intermediate Dominate move and you make eye contact and possess a 
mortal or your own ghoul, roll +Social. Your body slumps to the ground as if in torpor for the 
duration of this power.  
10+ The mortal is your puppet, and you can use Auspex, Dominate, and Presence moves while 
possessing them. This lasts for one scene, and indefinitely if you increase your Hunger by 1. Youwill 
have to make a move to remain in possession when the sun rises, however.  
7-9 Your Hunger increases by 1, and you possess the mortal for a scene. You can use Auspex while 
possessing them.  
6- Your conscious inhabits the mortal for a scene, but you have no control. Your Hunger increases 
by 1. If you increase your Hunger by an additional 1, you can take temporary control of the mortal’s 
actions for about a minute or so, or use Auspex through them once.  
 
When you telepathically connect your mind to the mind of a person you can see, make eye contact 
and roll +Mental.  
10+ You can project your thoughts to someone you can see. You can also hear and see the thoughts 
of a mortal, or a vampire if you increase your Hunger by 1.  
7-9 Your Hunger increases by 1, and you can read the thoughts of a mortal.  
6- Your Hunger increases by 1. Your attempt draws attention, and your intended target can now 
read your thoughts until you take 1 harm to Willpower to sever the connection.  

Blood Sorcery 

Basic Moves 
When you want to corrode an object with your vitae, roll +Blood.  
10+ You corrode the object in question quickly. It can be large enough to hold in both hands.  
7-9 As above, but your Hunger increases by 1. 
6- As above, including Hunger, but you also corrode some nearby objects you weren’t intending to.  
 
 When you taste blood in order to understand it, roll +Blood.  
10+ You learn what kind of creature it is, Generation if a vampire, and whether they have ever 
committed diablerie.  
7-9 You learn whether it came from a vampire or mortal or other, and then pick 2 
❖ Generation?  
❖ Have they committed diablerie?  
❖ If other, what kind of creature?  

6- Your Hunger increases by 1 and you learn whether it is a vampire, mortal, or other.  
 
When you use your will to extinguish another’s blood, roll +Mental.  
10+ Your victim’s Hunger increases by 2 
7-9 Your victim’s Hunger increases by 1 
6- Your Hunger and your victim’s Hunger both increase by 1 



Intermediate Moves 
When you concentrate your blood to increase its potency, roll +Blood.  
10+ You take +1 forward to Blood for the scene 
7-9 You take +1 forward to Blood for a single move, and the scene if you increase your Hunger by 1 
6- You take +1 forward to Blood for a single move, and your Hunger increases by 1 
 
When you transmute some of your blood into a paralyzing poison, roll +Blood.  
10+ The poison adds +1 harm to one weapon for a scene.  
7-9 The poison adds +1 harm to one wewapon for a scene, and you increase your Hunger by 1.  
6- The poison adds +1 harm to one weapon for a single move, and you increase your Hunger by 1.  
 
When you magically rip the blood from a victim at range, roll +Blood. At the ST’s discretion, use of 
this power deals 1 or more harm to the Masquerade.  
10+ Your Hunger decreases by 2 and your victim takes 2 harm.  
7-9 Your Hunger decreases by 1 and your victim takes 2 harm.  
6- Your Hunger decreases by 1 and your victim takes 1 harm.  

Advanced Moves 
When you transmute some of your blood into a deadly poison, roll +Blood. It functions as the 
paralyzing poison above, but deals +1 harm. If a mortal takes any harm from this power, they die. If 
a vampire takes any harm from this poison, they fall into torpor when they next fall asleep.  
 
When you touch a victim and boil the blood within them, roll +Blood.  
10+ Your victim takes 3 harm and if a mortal, they die in agony.  
7-9 Your victim takes 2 harm, which you can increase to 3 if you increase your Hunger by 1.  
6- Your victim takes 1 harm, which you can increase to 2 if you increase your Hunger by 1.  

Rituals 
For now, the name of the ritual is the move, and you roll +Mental.  
10+ The ritual works as intended.  
7-9 The ritual works as intended if you increase your Hunger by 1 (when a Rouse check is required)  
6- Your Hunger increases by 1 and the ritual fails.  

Basic Ritual Moves 

Blood Walk 
Clinging of the Insect 
Craft Bloodstone 
Wake with Evening’s Freshness 
Ward against Ghouls 
Communicate with Kindred Sire 
Eyes of Babel 
Illuminate the Trail of Prey 
Truth of Blood 



Ward against Spirits 
Warding Circle against Ghouls 

Intermediate Ritual Moves 

Dagon’s Call 
Deflection of Wooden Doom 
Essence of Air 
Firewalker 
Ward against Lupines 
Warding Circle against Spirits 
Defense of the Sacred Haven 
Eyes of the Nighthawk 
Incorporeal Passage 
Ward against Cainites 

Advanced Ritual Moves 

Escape to True Sanctuary 
Heart of Stone 
Shaft of Belated Quiescence 
Warding Circle against Cainites 
Warding Circle against Lupines 

Celerity  

Basic Moves 
When you move with balance and grace, you have no risk of stumbling or falling unless someone 
deals harm to you.  
 
When you dodge projectiles, roll +Physical.  
10+ You dodge the projectiles, and can also take a minor action like reloading a pistol or opening a 
door.  
7-9 You barely dodge, but can do nothing else.  
6- Mark xp. You are hit and take harm according to the weapon.  

Intermediate Moves 
When you rely on quickness and reflexes to defend yourself, you now roll +3. Either increase your 
Hunger by 1 or inflict 1 harm to the Masquerade.  
 
When you approach an enemy, you can do so instantly for all intents and purposes. At the ST’s 
discretion, inflict 1 harm to the Masquerade.  
 
When you run or climb along any surface, including a liquid, increase your Hunger by 1 to do so 
without using another move.  



Advanced Moves 
When you feed your blood to a mortal, you can grant them any 2 of your Celerity moves for the 
night. Increase your Hunger by 1.  
 
If you already know a basic Auspex move, you can aim a ranged weapon unerringly. You can always 
deal at least 1 harm with a ranged weapon. Increase your Hunger by 1 to cancel the effect of a 6- 
Fight roll.  
 
You can aim an unarmed attack or melee weapon unerringly. You can always deal at least 1 harm 
with a close attack, and you can increase your Hunger by 1 to negate the effect of a 6- Fight roll.  
 
When you supersede the ST’s narration of events, or interrupt a sudden event, increase your 
Hunger by 1. You can act when no one else can, before the event occurs or the narration is complete.  

Dominate 

Basic Moves 
When you make eye contact and tell a target to forget the last few minutes and they are a mortal 
and unprepared, they forget. If they are prepared or resisting, roll +Social.  
10+ You make them forget, and they’ll even forget that they forgot.  
7-9 You make them forget, but they’ll be aware that they are missing time.  
6- Mark xp. Your attempt to Dominate them makes this moment stand out in their memory.  
 
When you make eye contact and utter a simple command, roll +Social. The command must be 
something that can be completed in a single turn. If they are an unprepared mortal, they obey. If 
they are resisting, or a vampire, then roll +Social.  
10+ They obey.  
7-9 They obey hesitantly, and if there is any wiggle room in the command, they’ll wiggle.  
6- They resist, and will instinctively avoid eye contact after this.  

Intermediate Moves 
When you make eye contact and issue complex commands, roll +Social. The commands still have 
to be simple, not including any if-thens or decisions. Something that can be accomplished in a 
scene at most.  
10+ They obey, and will even go against their personality and nature.  
7-9 They obey, but will not go against their personality and nature unless you increase your Hunger 
by 1.  
6-  Mark xp. Your Hunger increases by 1, and they will misinterpret your commands in some 
significant way. They will also avoid eye contact after this.  
 
If you already know a basic Obfuscate move and want to harm someone’s Willpower in casual 
conversation, roll +Social. You play off of their fears and insecurities, feed into their delusions, etc.  



10+ You deal 1 harm to their Willpower, +1 harm if you increase your Hunger by 1. If this is the last 
harm they can take, they have a nervous breakdown, or succumb to their Compulsion if a vampire.  
7-9 Your Hunger increases by 1 and you deal 1 harm to their Willpower. If this is their last 
Willpower, as above.  
6- Mark xp. Your Hunger increases by 1, and you succumb to your own Compulsion for the scene as 
you have talked yourself into a corner.  
 
If you have someone's full attention and you want to rewrite their memories, roll +Social.  
10+ You can rewrite up to 3 memories.  
7-9 You can rewrite a memory, +1 memory if you increase your Hunger by 1.  
6- Mark xp. Your Hunger increases by 1, and your efforts only highlight and strengthen the 
memories in question. At the ST’s discretion, inflict 1 harm to the Masquerade.  

Advanced Moves 
When you use a Dominate move successfully, your victim will rationalize what happened to 
themselves.  
 
When you use a Dominate move on a group of people, increase your Hunger by 1 additional point.  
 
When you use a Dominate power to give a self-destructive command, increase your Hunger by 1 
additional point.  

Fortitude 

Basic Moves 
Increase your maximum Health by 1.  
 
Increase your maximum Willpower by 1.  
 
When you take harm, you can choose to increase your Hunger by 1 to negate 1 harm.  
 
Increase your famulus’s Health by 1.  

Intermediate Moves 
When you endure a vampiric bane, like fire or sunlight, True Faith or staking, you can roll +Mental.  
10+ You take no harm from the vampiric bane that turn.  
7-9 You take no harm from the bane that turn, but your Hunger increases by 1.  
6- Your Hunger increases by 1, and the harm you take from the vampiric bane is reduced by 1 for a 
turn.  
 
When someone tries to use an Auspex power like Scry Soul or Telepathy on you, or a similar 
mental power, you can cancel it by increasing your Hunger by 1. If you don’t cancel it, you still 
impose a -2 on their roll, or grant a +2 for you to resist.  



Advanced Moves 
When you feed your blood to a mortal, you can grant them any 2 of your Celerity moves for the 
night. Increase your Hunger by 1.  
 
When you harden your flesh against physical harm, roll +Blood.  
10+ You ignore the first source of damage each turn for a scene, with the exception of sunlight.  
7-9 You ignore the first source of damage each turn for a scene, with the exception of sunlight, but 
increase your Hunger by 1.  
6- You ignore the first source of damage each turn for a scene, with the exception of sunlight, but 
increase your Hunger by 2. 
 
When you turn your pain to power, roll +Blood.  
10+ You gain +1 ongoing to Physical moves for a scene if you have taken any Health harm, and +2 if 
more than half of your Harm track is marked.  
7-9 As above, but your Hunger increases by 1.  
6- As above, but only a +1 ongoing regardless of Health, and your Hunger increases by 1.  

Obfuscate 

Basic Moves 
When you stay still and blend into your surroundings, roll +Mental.  
10+ You remain unnoticed for a scene.  
7-9 You remain unnoticed for a scene, unless someone present has Auspex.  
6- You reveal your presence at an inopportune time.  
 
You nullify all sound you make for a scene at will.  
 
When you move around and want to remain unnoticed, roll +Mental.  
10+ You avoid notice for the scene as long as you don’t make any noise or cause a commotion.  
7-9 You avoid notice for the scene, including from supernatural perceptions if you increase your 
Hunger by 1.  
6- You draw unwanted attention to yourself, or increase your Hunger by 1 to leave the situation 
unnoticed.  

Intermediate Moves 
When you use an Obfuscate move and also want to foil electronic attempts to detect and identify 
you, increase your Hunger by 1.  
 
If you want to appear like you belong where you are, roll +Mental.  
10+ You fit in as long as you don’t draw attention to yourself.  
7-9 You fit in, but increase your Hunger by 1.  
6- You draw unwanted attention to yourself, and increase your Hunger by 1.  
 



If you already have an intermediate Auspex move and wish to conceal an object as large as a small 
building, roll +Mental.  
10+ You conceal the object for up to a week.  
7-9 You conceal the object for the rest of the night.  
6- You conceal the object for the rest of the night if you increase your Hunger by 1.  

Advanced Moves 
When you wish to vanish from sight, roll +Mental.  
10+ You vanish from not only perceptions but short-term memories as well.  
7-9 You vanish from perception, and from short-term memory if you increase your Hunger by 1.  
6- You slowly vanish, but draw attention to your vanishing. Increase your Hunger by 1, and 
everyone will remember you were just right here.  
 
When you wish to extend your Obfuscate powers to a group, increase your Hunger by 1.  
 
When you wish to impersonate a specific individual, roll +Social.  
10+ You are a perfect match for the rest of the night if you wish.  
7-9 You are a perfect match for one scene, and for the rest of the night if you increase your Hunger 
by 1.  
6- Close inspection will reveal some inconsistencies, but your disguise lasts for a scene. Increase 
your Hunger by 1.  

Oblivion 

Basic Moves 
When you call on shadows to intimidate, roll +Social.  
10+ Your threats inflict 1 harm to your victim’s Willpower, and they believe those threats.  
7-9 Your threats are convincing, and you deal 1 harm to your victim’s Willpower if you increase 
your Hunger by 1.  
6- Your threats are plausible, but the shadows move around you awkwardly.  
 
When you gaze into the darkness seeking ghosts, you can see through the darkness and see any 
nearby ghosts.  
 
When you already know a basic Potence move and summon shadowy tentacles out of the darkness, 
roll +Mental. When these tentacles appear, they are obviously a threat to the Masquerade if anyone 
sees.  
10+ Your tentacles last for the scene, and you can use them to Fight with +Mental instead of 
+Physical.  
7-9 Your tentacles last for the scene as above, and you increase your Hunger by 1.  
6- Mark xp. Your tentacles flail about, and you mark 1 harm to the Masquerade (additional harm, if 
you already caused harm).  
 



When you channel Oblivion to destroy a corpse, you do so. To do so immediately, increase your 
Hunger by 1.  
 
When you look around for a Wraith fetter, you find them if they are nearby.  
 
If you already know a basic Auspex move, and wish to see someone’s ultimate fate, roll +Mental.  
10+ You see how the target will die.  
7-9 You get a sense of how the target will die, and you can clarify the moment if you increase your 
Hunger by 1.  
6- You get a sense of how the target will die, and increase your Hunger by 1.  
 
When you sense the local Shroud, roll +Mental.  
10+ Not only do you know the strength of the local Shroud, you also know why it is what it is.  
7-9 As above, but to know why you must increase your Hunger by 1.  
6- You know the strength of the local Shroud, but have no idea why it is that way.  

Intermediate Moves 
When you project your sight through a shadow you can see, roll +Blood.  
10+ You see from the point of view of the shadow for as long as you wish, up to the end of the night.  
7-9 You see from the point of view of the shadow for the scene. To extend this perception, increase 
your Hunger by 1.  
6- Increase your Hunger by 1. You gain only muddled perceptions.  
 
When you touch someone with the power of Oblivion, roll +Physical.  
10+ You wither the part of their body that you touch, and deal 2 harm. They lose use of whatever you 
touch until they heal that harm.  
7-9 You wither a part of their body that you touch, and deal 1 harm, +1 if you increase your Hunger 
by 1.  
6- You inflict 1 harm, and your Hunger increases by 1, but they retain use of whatever you’ve 
touched.  
 
When you summon a Stygian shroud of writhing darkness, roll +Blood. In many cases, use of this 
power deals 1 harm to the Masquerade.  
10+ You summon the suffocating shroud, and it lasts for a scene. Those within cannot breath, and 
are blinded and confused as well. Mortals caught in the shroud take 1 harm every turn they remain 
inside.  
7-9 You summon the suffocating shroud for a scene as above, but you increase your Hunger by 1.  
6- You summon the shroud, but it is not entirely under your control and ends up somewhere 
unfortunate. Increase your Hunger by 1.  
 
When you channel the power of Oblivion to surround yourself in an aura of decay, roll +Blood. 
While this power is active, you take -1 ongoing to any Social move and you reek of death.  
10+ Everything around you suffers 2 harm, whether objects or the living or the dead, over the 
course of a scene.  



7-9 Everything around you suffers 1 harm as above, over the course of a scene.  
6- Everything around you suffers 1 harm, and your Hunger increases by 1.  
 
When you draw on the Passions of a wraith in order to feed your Hunger, roll +Mental.  
10+ You Hunger is reduced by 1 for the remainder of the night, then returns the following night.  
7-9 Your Hunger is reduced as above, but the wraith becomes listless and morose.  
6- Your Hunger is reduced as above, but the wraith is drained of its last Passion and becomes a 
murderous, uncontrollable spectre.  
 
When you touch a mortal and infect them with a terrible necrotic plague, roll +Mental.  
10+ Your victim takes 1 harm per scene until they die or receive medical attention, and the disease is 
communicable by touch.  
7-9 Your victim takes 1 harm per scene as above. The plague is communicable by touch if you 
increase your Hunger by 1.  
6- Your victim is ill, but it isn’t as terrible as you’d hoped. Increase your Hunger by 1.  

Advanced Moves 
When you step from one shadow to another that you can see, roll +Blood.  
10+ You step.  
7-9 You step, but your Hunger increases by 1.  
6- You step into the wrong shadow, and your Hunger increases by 1.  
 
When you change your substance into a two-dimensional shadow, only harmed by fire or sunlight, 
roll +Blood.  
10+ You remain in this form for a scene.  
7-9 You take the tenebrous form, and your Hunger increases by 1.  
6- You take the tenebrous form, and your Hunger increases by 2.  
 
When you coat your hands and face with blood, recall a mortal’s face and force that mortal to face 
their fate, roll +Mental.  
10+ The mortal is afflicted again by a disease or injury from which they have recovered. This effect 
should be crippling but is up to the ST. If a ghoul, they lose all vitae. If a mortal, they die from the 
effect if you choose. Increase your Hunger by 1.  
7-9 As above, but if you choose to kill the mortal now, increase your Hunger by an additional 1.  
6- Your Hunger increases by 1, and you cannot attempt to use this power on that mortal again.  
 
When you coat your hands with vitae and touch a victim and wither their spirit, roll +Mental.  
10+ They suffer 2 harm to their Willpower, +1 more if you increase your Hunger by 1.  
7-9 As above, but 1 +1 
6- They suffer 1 harm to their Willpower if you increase your Hunger by 1 



Potence 

Basic Moves 
You deal harm to mortals as if armed, even bare-handed.  
 
If you wish to leap a few meters vertically, or even more meters vertically, you can, but if anyone 
sees you do so, deal at least 1 harm to the Masquerade.  
 
When you summon physical prowess, roll +Blood.  
10+ You take +1 ongoing to Physical moves relying on strength for a scene.  
7-9 As above, but increase your Hunger by 1.  
6- As above, but someone sees your strength and deal 1 damage to the Masquerade.  

Intermediate Moves 
When you want to brutally feed, you can decrease your Hunger by up to 3 in a moment.  
 
When you already know one intermediate Presence move, and wish to incite anger and even frenzy 
in onlookers, roll +Social.  
10+ You rile a mob and direct them the way you wish, or force a vampire to resist a rage frenzy.  
7-9 As above, but your Hunger increases by 1.  
6- You rile them, but not the way you hoped. Mark xp, and the ST can make a hard move related to 
the mob or the vampire you just caused to frenzy.  
 
When you climb or cling with an uncanny grip, roll +Physica.  
10+ You can climb smooth vertical surfaces or hang from overhead for the rest of the night.  
7-9 As above for a scene, or the rest of the night if you increase your Hunger by 1.  
6- As above for a scene, and increase your Hunger by 1.  
 
When you feed a mortal your blood, you can grant them two of your own Potence moves for the 
scene.  

Advanced Moves 
When you slam your foot or fist into the ground and create a shockwave, roll +Physical.  
10+ Everyone within 5 meters of you falls prone and loses their turn 
7-9 As above, but increase your Hunger by 1 
6- As above, but there is a lot of unintended collateral damage. Increase your Hunger by 2, or by 1 
and the ST can make a hard move.  
 
When you tear into your enemies with the fist of Caine, roll +Physical.  
10+ You deal 2 harm to everyone you choose near you. Your unarmed attacks deal +2 harm for the 
scene.  
7-9 You deal 2 harm to everyone you choose near you. Your unarmed attacks deal +2 harm for the 
scene if you increase your Hunger by 1.  



6- You deal 1 harm to everyone you choose near you. Your unarmed attacks deal +1 harm for the 
scene if you increase your Hunger by 1.  

Presence 

Basic Moves 
When you draw the attention of those around you, roll +Social.  
10+ You get the attention you want, and are seen as friendly and impressive. You take +1 forward to 
your next friendly or impressive use of a Social move.  
7-9 You get the attention you want, and are seen as friendly and impressive.  
6- You draw some unwanted attention along with the attention you were seeking.  
 
When you wish to appear menacing, roll +Social.  
10+ You appear menacing. For a scene, anyone wishing to deal harm to you must take 1 Willpower 
harm.  
7-9 You appear menacing, and anyone not intent on conflict with you will leave.  
6- You snarl and mean-mug, but this only serves to escalate the situation. If the ST makes a hard 
move, mark xp.  
 
When you want the ecstasy of your kiss to linger in your prey, roll +Blood.  
10+ Your prey takes +1 ongoing to Social for the night, and when the bonus fades they will suffer 
withdrawal and be happy if they see you again.  
7-9 Your prey takes +1 ongoing as above, and when the bonus fades your prey will suffer 
withdrawal.  
6-  Your prey takes +1 forward, and when the wake again they will feel strong withdrawal and may 
seek you out.  

Intermediate Moves 
When you flash your vampiric nature to inspire terror, roll +Social.  
10+ A mortal freezes in terror and a vampire will flee your presence or take 2 Willpower harm.  
7-9 A mortal flees in terror and a vampire will flee your presence or take 1 Willpower harm. You can 
increase this to 2 Willpower harm by increasing your Hunger by 1.  
6- A mortal flees in fear and a vampire will flee or take 1 Willpower harm. If used on a mortal, deal 1 
harm to the Masquerade.  
 
When you inspire infatuation in someone, roll +Social.  
10+ They feel like the fall head over heels for you for an hour. You can extend the duration to the 
rest of the night if you increase your Hunger by 1. Pick 2:  
❖ You take +1 ongoing to Social with that person while entranced 
❖ They are willing to do something dangerous, though not suicidal 
❖ They tell you a secret 
❖ Their memory of the infatuation will be hazy 

7-9 They feel infatuation for an hour, and pick one from above:  



6- They feel infatuation for an hour, and pick one from below:  
❖ Mark xp and the ST saves a hard move to use later, or makes one now 
❖ They follow you around and obsess over you even after the infatuation ends 
❖ They tell everyone about you and draw unwanted attention 

 
When you summon someone into your presence, roll +Social if they have tasted your blood or you 
have used a Presence move on them before.  
10+ They immeidately make their way to your location, not taking any undue risks.  
7-9 They make their way to your location over the course of the night.  
6- They know you summoned them, and come to your location if they choose.  
 
If you already know any Dominate move, and wish to Dominate someone with only your voice (and 
not eye contact), you now can do so.  

Advanced Moves 
When you project an aura of majesty, roll +Social.  
10+ Anyone wishing you harm debases themselves in front of you, weeping, or takes 3 Willpower 
harm.  
7-9 As above, but 1 Willpower harm, which you can increase to 3 if you increase your Hunger by 1.  
6- As above, but the cost is 1 Hunger for +1 harm and 2 Hunger for +2 harm.  
 
When you project your Presence moves over digital or electronic media live, you can do so by 
increasing your Hunger by 1. (To use Entrancement, you must speak the person’s name) 

Protean 

Basic Moves 
When you wish to see in darkness, your eyes gleam red and you can do so.  
 
When you reduce your weight to that of a feather, roll +Blood.  
 
When you extend your natural weapon, roll +Blood.  
10+ You deal +2 harm with unarmed attacks for the rest of the night, if you wish.  
7-9 You deal +2 harm with unarmed attacks for the scene, or for the rest of the night if you increas 
your Hunger by 1.  
6- You deal +2 harm with unarmed attacks for the rest of the scene, and you increase your Hunger 
by 1.  

Intermediate Moves 
When you sink into the earth to slumber, roll +Blood.  
10+ You sleep peacefully, and notice if something disturbs the earth above you.  
7-9 You sleep peacefully, and if something disturbs the earth above you, you can increase your 
Hunger by 1 to notice.  



6- You sleep peacefully, and your Hunger increases by 1.  
 
When you shapechange into a particular beast, roll +Blood. (It must be the same type of beast every 
time)  
10+ You can take the form of a beast of approximately the same mass as you for one scene.  
7-9 As above, but your Hunger increases by 1.  
6- As above, but it must be your exact mass, and there will be something distinctly vampiric about 
the animal . 

Advanced Moves 
When you can already shapechange, you can now shapechange into an additional type of beast. 
 
When you shift the position of your heart in your chest, roll +Blood.  
10+ You cannot be staked, and if you are already staked, you shift your heart away from the stake 
over the course of the scene.  
7-9 As above, but increase your Hunger by 1. 
6- As above, but you are at +1 Hunger for the purpose of determining whether you frenzy, until the 
next time you frenzy.  
 
When you transform yourself into mist for a scene, roll +Blood.  
10+ You transform into mist over the course of a single turn.  
7-9 You transform into mist over the course of two turns, or one turn if you increase your Hunger 
by 1.  
6- You transform into mist over the course of three turns, or two turns if you increase your Hunger 
by 1, or one turn if you increase your Hunger by 2.  

Frenzy Moves 

Fear Frenzy 
When you act in the midst of a fear frenzy, roll +Blood or +Physical, whichever is higher. 
10+ You escape what frightens you, and don’t harm any persons but destroy some property.  
7-9 You escape what frightens you, but pick 1:  
❖ You harm someone 
❖ You do a lot of property damage 
❖ You draw unwanted attention 

6- Mark xp. You take 1 harm as you try to escape and only make things worse. The ST makes a hard 
move that has to be resolved before your frenzy ends.  

Hunger Frenzy 
When you act in the midst of a hunger frenzy, roll +Blood or +Physical, whichever is higher. When 
your hunger frenzy ends, put yourself at 0 Hunger.  
10+ You can choose which nearby vessel you drain 
7-9 You drain a nearby vessel, but pick 1:  



❖ You avoid mortals 
❖ You avoid vampires 
❖ You stop at one 

When you come to your senses, you might find you've violated your morals or a chronicle tenet.  
6- Mark xp. You kill the nearest mortal, or inflict 1 hunger and 1 harm on the nearest vampire, and 
the ST can make a hard move.  

Rage Frenzy  
When  you act in the midst of a rage frenzy, roll +Blood or +Physical, whichever is higher. Your 
frenzy ends when the target of your rage is beaten down. 
10+ You only attack the target of your rage. You deal 1 harm (or more with a be weapon) and take 1 
harm.  
9-7 You lash out at someone near you, but pick 1:  
❖ Your retainers are safe 
❖ Your allies are safe 
❖ You avoid attacking someone clearly stronger than you 

6- You flail at the target of your rage ineffectually and take 1 harm, or the ST makes a hard move 
and you can mark xp.  

Background Moves 

Contacts 
For each level of Contacts, create an NPC who has access to something you need - information, 
equipment, etc. Then say what this NPC wants or needs that you can provide. Some examples:  
❖ A gang contact who needs access to cash or new drug buyers 
❖ A contact in city government who needs access to cocaine or prostitutes 
❖ A contact in a militia who needs access to fake IDs 
❖ An academic contact who needs access to your vitae for black market research 

Domain 
You have a domain granted to you by the Prince. (If you have no levels in this Background, then 
hunting is always a risk of entering someone else’s domain) Pick 2 from the following list, and 
when you improve your Domain, pick another 1.  
❖ Your domain is prestigious with a particular Clan (art district, section of sewers, etc.)  
❖ Your domain is not patrolled very often by police 
❖ Your domain is mostly kept clear of security cameras 
❖ You have a good reputation in your domain, or are appropriately feared 
❖ Your domain includes a safe house that you can use once per story 
❖ Your domain includes the Rack, and you take +1 ongoing to your hunting moves in your 

domain. To balance this out, it is sought-after, and you have a rival 



Fame 
When you rely on the fact that you’re famous to solve a problem, roll +Fame. (Your Fame starts at 
+1, and can be raised to +3) 
10+ You draw a lot of attention, of course, but it goes as well as you hoped.  
7-9 As above, but choose one:  
❖ You have to spend extra time greeting fans 
❖ You attract some paparazzi for the remainder of the night 
❖ A rumor about you will start to circulate among tabloids 

6- You draw unwanted attention. The ST can mark harm to the Masquerade or make a hard move 
and you mark xp.  

Haven 
You have a haven that you have put work into upgrading and modifying for your needs. Pick 2 from 
the following list, and when you take another level in Haven, pick another 1 from the list.  
❖ It is beautiful and comfortable inside 
❖ There is a hidden entrance/exit 
❖ It is near your own territory or hunting grounds 
❖ All of your paperwork and records are in order 
❖ The property is zeroed out, with no official record of its existence 
❖ It is defensible - barred windows, a reinforced door, etc. 
❖ It includes a small arsenal (one gun each for a coterie)  

Herd 
When you draw upon your Herd for blood, roll +Herd. (Herd starts at +1 and can be raised up to +3) 
10+ You can reduce your Hunger by one 
7-9 You reduce your Hunger by one, but you can’t draw on your Herd again for a week 
6- You reduce your Hunger by one, but calling on your Herd has drawn unwanted attention. Either 
mark harm to the Masquerade or the ST can make a hard move. Mark xp.  

Influence 
When you try to get something done in local politics, roll +Influence. (Influence starts at +1 and 
can be raised up to +3).  
10+ You get changes made, records hidden or found, etc. 
7-9 As above, but you cannot use your Influence for a week.  
6- As above, but you cannot use your Influence for the rest of the story (or a week, whichever is 
longer).  
If you want to “recharge” your Influence, you can deal 1 harm to the Masquerade.  

Mask 
Your Mask absorbs harm that would otherwise be dealt to the Masquerade. For each level of Mask, 
you can absorb one harm. After a long time has passed, you can erase the harm you absorbed. The 
ST tracks your Mask as extra harm that the Masquerade can absorb.  



Resources 
When you throw money at a problem (that money can solve), roll +Resources. (Resources start at 
+1 when you take the Background, and can be increased up to +3). Note that you can still use this move 
without Resources, but you roll at a -1.  
10+ You have the resources available to solve the problem, for now.  
7-9 As above, but choose one from below.  
❖ You can’t use this move again for a week as you regenerate liquid assets 
❖ It’s a temporary fix, and you’ll need to address this problem again soon 
❖ The price went up - someone now has a taste for the good life 

6- You don’t have the resources to solve this problem, and choose one from below.  
❖ Someone is inspired to look into your background. Deal 1 harm to the Masquerade 
❖ You incur a serious debt that will cost you much more than what this task demanded 
❖ You end up frustrated. Increase your Hunger by 1 

Retainers 
Each time you take Retainers as a Background, you can describe one ghoul you have. Your ghoul is 
very good at one thing, pretty good at a few things, and has one liability which the ST chooses from 
the list below or otherwise determines. You determine the thing they are very good at (by default, 
it’s the first thing you ask them to do) 
❖ They have an addiction 
❖ They are more aggressive and violent than situations call for 
❖ They are wanted by the police 
❖ They are feeding information to someone else 
❖ They take suicidal risks 
❖ They have a family that is searching for them 

Status 
When you use your rank in vampire society, roll +Status. (Your Status defaults to +0, and is +1 
when you first take this Background. It can be raised to +3) 
10+  
7-9 
6-  
 
OR 
 
Your status in vampire society grants you access and recognition and even authority where 
otherwise you would have none. For each level of Status, select your position in the city. When the 
ST allows it, you can roll +Status in place of +Social when dealing with vampires in your own sect.  
+1 Harpy, Hound, Whip 
+2 Keeper of Elysium, Scourge, Seneschal, Sheriff 
+3 Archon, Primogen 
+4 Prince 
 
Caitiff characters cannot normally have Status.  



 

Coterie Moves 
Yeah, from the Vampire Companion. These will be simple and helpful. All of these moves are 
available once per session.  
 
When a Banu Haqim calls your coterie-mates by reminding them of their convictions and 
purpose, the one who needs it most regains one level of Willpower harm.  
 
When a Brujah boots a coterie-mate to inspire them to greater effort, they take +1 forward for the 
next fight they get into, if they get into one immediately.  
 
When a Gangrel fights alongside their coterie-mates, the coterie takes +1 forward to their next 
fight moves. Any member of the coterie can use this +1, but then it’s gone.  
 
A Hecata can disguise a corpse created by their coterie-mate, hiding whatever happened to them.  
 
A Lasombra can turn a result of 7-9 into a 10+ for a coterie-mate, by making the success messier 
and more ruthless.  
 
A Malkavian can provide insight for their coterie-mates. When one of them rolls a result of 6-, the 
consequences don’t change, but the Malkavian can find order in the chaos, receiving a vision from 
the ST of what is to come.  
 
A member of The Ministry who is present for a coterie-mate’s conversation with a ST character can 
determine one incidental thing that character wants.  
 
A Nosferatu can help a coterie-mate who uses a Contacts move, granting them +1 forward because 
they happen to know something helpful about this particular person.  
 
A Ravnos coterie member provides a cryptolect for the members to use to communicate basic 
concepts in a way that is almost impossible to discern.  
 
When there is a guest list or door security, a Toreador coterie member can get their coterie inside.  
 
By sharing occult information, a Tremere enables their coterie-members to use another members’ 
Loresheet move.  
 
Tzimisce hospitality (to those they consider ‘theirs’) enables any coterie-members who share 
their haven for the night to restore a level of Willpower harm.  
 
Using their access to historical lore and documents, a Ventrue can enable a coterie-mate to answer 
one question about the history of a particular vampire.  



Harm 

Health and Torpor 
A starting vampire’s Health + Willpower is equal to 10. Health and Willpower are there to 

absorb different kinds of harm. When either is full of harm, something terrible befalls the vampire. 
When a vampire loses all levels of Health to harm, any additional harm drives them into torpor.  
 
When a vampire in torpor is fed vampire blood, roll +Humanity.  
10+ The vampire awakens later that night with 4 Hunger.  
7-9 The vampire awakens in a week with 5 Hunger.  
6- The vampire remains in torpor long-term, and must be fed elder blood to bring them out.  
 
When a vampire in torpor is fed elder vampire blood, or vampire blood augmented by Blood 
Sorcery, roll +Humanity.  
10+ The vampire awakens immediately with 4 Hunger 
7-9 The vampire awakens immediately with 5 Hunger 
6- The vampire awakens in a few nights with 5 Hunger 
 

Willpower and Despair 
When a character has no more Willpower, they fall into despair. Unless they frenzy, they are 

unable to do very much at all that isn’t directly related to self-preservation. They can defend 
themselves if attacked, and can hunt for blood, and have a conversation, but they will be listless 
through it all.  

A vampire in despair cannot recover Willpower on their own.  

Staking 
If a vampire is attacked with a stake and suffers at least 3 harm, the stake pierces their heart 

and they are paralyzed.  
 
When you attack a vampire with a stake, roll +Physical. When you inflict 3 harm with the stake, the 
vampire’s heart is pierced and they are paralyzed.  
10+ You inflict 1 harm. Roll again to continue.  
7-9 If you inflict 1 harm, pick 1:  
❖ You take 1 harm in return 
❖ You lose your grip on the stake, and it is now sticking out of the vampire’s chest 
❖ The stake slips out and you lose all progress 

6- Mark xp. You lose the stake in the fight, and the ST can make a hard move.  
 



Weapons and Harm 
 

 

Hunger 
Hunger is ranked from 0 to 5. Sometimes you will be called upon to roll +Hunger, and when 

that happens, consult the following table. More Hunger grants a bonus to the roll, because when 
you roll +Hunger, you are rolling for your Beast.  
 

 

Hunting and Predator Types 

Killing 
When you kill your prey and have to dispose of the body, you can reduce your Hunger to 0. If you 
have time to hide the body, roll +Mental.  
10+ You hide the body as well as you can. Wracked with guilt, your Humanity is maintained if you 
grieve what you have done and seek to make amends.  
7-9 You hide the body as well as you can. Wracked by guilt, you choose one: either you take too 
much care and deal 1 harm to the Masquerade, or you do a brutal and thorough job and your 
Humanity goes down by 1.  
❖ You flinch from disposing of the body thoroughly, and deal 1 harm to the Masquerade 
❖ You unflinchingly dispose of the body, and your Humanity goes down by 1 

Weapon  Harm 

Unarmed  1 

Knife, baseball bat  2 

Sword, axe, pistol  3 

Rifle, shotgun  4 

Hunger  Bonus 

0  -3 

1  -2 

2  -1 

3  +0 

4  +1 

5  +2 



6- You carelessly toss the body somewhere, or have a bad idea that you think is a good idea. Deal 1 
harm to the Masquerade, and your Humanity goes down by 1.  
 
OR 
 
When you kill a person, describe what you do after, as usual. The ST can deal 1 harm to the 
Masquerade or make a hard move later based on what you describe.  

Taking Extra 
Short of killing, a vampire can reduce their Hunger by 1 additional point if they also deal 1 

harm to the Masquerade.  

Alleycat 
When an alleycat hunts by assaulting people, roll +Physical.  
10+ You find the perfect victim, and can reduce your Hunger to 1 
7-9 You find a victim, and can reduce your Hunger by 1, or by 2 if you deal 1 harm to the Masquerade 
6- You end up in a fistfight, and can either take 1 harm and reduce your Hunger by up to 2, or you 
avoid harm but have to flee and deal 1 harm to the Masquerade.  

Bagger  
When a bagger feeds from bagged blood, roll +Mental. (you have a bag, or mark off Resources, or 
mark a Debt)  
10+ You planned ahead and had a blood bag available. Reduce your Hunger by 1.  
7-9 You have a bag handy  and reduce your Hunger by 1. You can reduce it by an additional 1 if you 
mark your Resources.  
6- You are out of bags and you draw attention while seeking out more. You can mark your 
Resources or deal 1 harm to the Masquerade in order to reduce your Hunger by 1.  

Blood Leech 
When a blood leech feeds on vampire vitae, roll +Social.  
10+ You have an arrangement. Reduce your Hunger by 2, but mark a bond with a vampire.  
7-9 You have to incur a debt in order to get what you need. Reduce your Hunger by 2, but mark a 
debt and a bond with a vampire.  
6- You draw attention to your proclivity, and have to make sure someone doesn’t talk about it. 
Mark a debt with a vampire.  

Cleaver 
When a cleaver feeds from members of their mortal family, roll +Social.  
10+ The family provides. Reduce your Hunger by 1.  
7-9 The family provides. Reduce your Hunger by 1, and deal 1 harm to the Masquerade.  
6- You can’t feed again from the family for a while without putting someone in danger. Mark 1 
harm to the Masquerade 



Consensualist 
When a consensualist feeds from some who gives informed consent, roll +Humanity.  
10+ You find someone who is willing to help. You can reduce your Hunger by 2, and deal 1 harm to 
the Masquerade.  
7-9 It takes some talking, but you find someone willing to help. Reduce your Hunger by 1, and deal 1 
harm to the Masquerade.  
6- Your request leads to a freak-out. Deal 1 harm to the Masquerade.  

Extortionist 
 

Farmer (not available at Blood +1 or higher)  
When a farmer hunts from animals, roll +Mental.  
10+ You kill one larger animal or a lot of smaller ones. Reduce your Hunger by 1.  
7-9 You kill one larger animal or a lot of smaller ones, but it draws some unwanted attention. 
Reduce your Hunger by 1.  
6- You have to go through a lot of animals, and it’s messy. Reduce your Hunger by 1, and deal 1 
harm to the Masquerade because of the trail of desiccated animal corpses.  

Graverobber 
 

Osiris 
When an Osiris feeds from fans and sycophants, roll +Social.  
10+ Your people, or your fans, provide. You reduce your Hunger by 1, or by 2 more if you mark your 
Fame.  
7-9 Your people provide. You reduce your Hunger by 1, and by 1 more if you mark your Fame.  
6- They feed you, but it causes a scandal. Deal 1 harm to the Masquerade.  

Sandman 
When a sandman feeds from a sleeping mortal, roll +Mental.  
10+ You find a sleeping victim. Reduce your Hunger by 2.  
7-9 You find a sleeping victim, but it takes extra effort. If you mark a Background, you reduce your 
Hunger by 2.  
6- You wake your victim. Either you flee, or you reduce your Hunger by 1 and mark 1 harm against 
the Masquerade.  

Scene Queen 
When a scene queen hunts, roll +Social.  
10+ You find just the right people. Reduce your Hunger by 1.  
7-9 You find the right people, but it takes some time and some convincing. Reduce your Hunger by 
1.  



6- You spend time hanging out, but find no takers. Unless you take one, in which case, reduce your 
Hunger by 1, and deal 1 harm to the Masquerade.  

Siren 
When a siren hunts from someone they’ve seduced, roll +Humanity.  
10+ You pick someone up and get it on. Reduce your Hunger by 1.  
7-9 You pick someone up and get it on. It gets awkward, and you can reduce your Hunger by 1 if you 
mark a Background or deal 1 harm to the Masquerade.  
6- Hard pass. You can still reduce your Hunger by 1 if you deal 1 harm to the Masquerade.  

Bonds and Relationships 
Track your bonds to other vampires, as when you’ve marked a bond three times, you are 

blood bound to that vampire (as long as you are not already bound to another vampire).  

Touchstones 
 For each level of Humanity you have over +0, you have at least one Touchstone (so 1 

Touchstone at +1, 2 at +2, etc.). A Touchstone is someone who reminds you of what you value about 
being human as well as humane. Touchstones can also be put at risk, however, over the course of 
the game - but keeping your relationships with your Touchstones healthy is what allows you to 
maintain your Humanity.  

Bonds 
Drinking a vampire’s blood three times binds you to them. You might rationalize this bond as 

love or trust or respect, but it is unhealthy and obsessive. Once formed, the bond must be 
maintained over time. Even a single drink of a vampire’s blood will subtly change your opinion of 
them, putting them in a more positive light.  

Allies 
It’s assumed that the other members of your coterie are allies, but when you create a 

character, choose an additional ally amongt he undead. This might be a friend, or someone who was 
Embraced around when you were, or your sire, or a mentor who has taken some responsibility for 
teaching you. Every time your ally helps you, you owe them.  

Rivals 
When you create your character, the ST chooses two vampires who are your rivals. This 

might be a relatively amicable rivalry (though with vampires that’s unlikely), or someone who 
shows you open hostility. Perhaps you are both seeking the same position in the city, like Hound or 
Whip, or your sires are rivals and this has spilled over to you as well. Every time your rival fucks you 
over, mark xp. If you need some suggestions, see below:  



❖ They are your sire’s other, favored childe 
❖ They are your sire’s other, spurned and desperate childe 
❖ They are a member of a rival Clan that dislikes your Clan (i.e. Noservatu and Toreador, Brujah 

and Ventrue, etc.)  
❖ They believe you wronged them and seek revenge 
❖ You are both vying for the same position or the same vampire’s favor 
❖ They embarrassed you, and it is the talk of Elysium whenever you visit 
❖ They believe you are a traitor to your Sect, and are constantly looking into your business 

The Masquerade 
The Masquerade itself has a harm track just like Health and Willpower. For each 3 harm done 

to the Masquerade, it weakens by one level.  
 

 

Reinforcing the Masquerade 
When you work to reinforce the Masquerade, tell the ST how and roll +Mental.  
10+ Your plan takes effect over the course of the next week. You restore 1 harm to the Masquerade, 
plus 1 harm for every resource you expend in executing your plan - Hunger, Backgrounds, etc.  
7-9 As above, but the first harm restored is no longer free. You can restore 1 harm to the 
Masquerade per resource you expend (every Background you mark).  
6- Your efforts only draw attention to the Masquerade itself. Deal 1 harm to the Masquerade unless 
you mark a Background.  

Experience 
Raise an attribute (up to a max of +3) 10xp 
Raise your Humanity when it has been reduced as a consequence of play 5xp 
Learn a new basic Clan Discipline move 5xp 

Masquerade  Effect 

+1  No one is looking for vampires, and hunters have no presence in your city 

+0  A few hunters are in town; occasional tabloid or conspiracy site articles 

-1  Hunters begin to organize and quietly recruit; ‘unexplained’ occurrences are on 
the news regularly 

-2  Stories of vampires come out and some believe them; militias and local watch 
groups trade information; the FBI arrives in force, as do Archons or other 
powerful enforcers 

-3  The Second Inquisition has prioritized your city; religious groups hold mass 
anti-vampire rallies; police receive special training in combating ‘blank bodies; a 
Justicar or equivalent arrives to wipe the slate clean 



❖ intermediate 10xp (must know at least one basic)  
❖ advanced 15xp (must know at least one intermediate)  

Learn a new basic non-Clan Discipline move 7xp 
❖ intermediate 14xp (must know at least one basic)  
❖ advanced 21xp (must know at least one intermediate)  

Gain a new Background 5xp 
Buy off a Flaw 10xp 

ST Agenda 
❖ It is a world of darkness 
❖ Reveal misery 
❖ Elders are plot 
❖ Threaten Touchstones (Aunt May)  
❖ Make the supernatural visceral 
❖ Demand a price be paid 

Soft ST Moves 
Make a soft move when it’s time for something to happen that moves the story along. This is 

a list of prompts for when you think “Hmm, what happens now?” Reveal a new threat, open a new 
possibility, apply pressure, introduce a new NPC, etc. Change the situation to see what the PCs do in 
response.  
❖ A connection needs help 
❖ A job offer 
❖ Someone suspicious 
❖ A moment of mortal life 
❖ A vampire walks by 
❖ The police notice  
❖ Impose a compulsion 
❖ Threaten a Touchstone 
❖ Reveal a new supernatural threat 

Hard ST Moves 
You often can make a hard move on a roll of 6-. The player already got to mark xp, so go 

ahead and make their character’s life interesting. By which I mean, hurt them.  
❖ Kill a Touchstone 
❖ The Second Inquisition shows up 
❖ A new supernatural threat 
❖ Fire!  
❖ Subvert their intent, to their harm 
❖ Subvert the Blood 



Playbook Notes 
Side one with fiction stuff and RP reminders, side two with moves 
❖ One for each Clan 
❖ Top: look, sire 
❖ Attributes 
❖ Hunger tracker 
❖ Backgrounds 
❖ Allies/Rivals 
❖ City-specific history questions: root you in the history of the city, teach your names of 

important NPCs for your Clan (Primogen, etc.), and then have it there on the char sheet as a 
reminder 

❖ Other side: Basic Moves 
❖ Discipline Moves for Clan disciplines 
❖ Clan move/Clan curse 


